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THE SUPER GAGA PRINCIPLE

AND FAMILIES OF SUPER RIEMANN SURFACES

PANKAJ TOPIWALA AND JEFFREY M. RABIN

(Communicated by Louis J. Ratliff, Jr.)

Abstract. We extend the GAGA principle, the Kodaira embedding theorem,

and Chow's lemma to supergeometry and conclude that families of super

Riemann surfaces are locally algebraic.

0. Introduction

A cornerstone of algebraic geometry is the principle that global analytic ob-

jects on a subvariety of projective space are actually algebraic, as detailed in

Serre's fundamental paper [S2]. In particular, one deduces (Chow's lemma)

that a complete analytic subvariety of projective space is algebraic, that is, the

zero set of polynomial equations.

In recent years, an extension of ordinary geometry to a Z2-graded theory

called supergeometry has been developed, largely for physical applications. It

is natural to ask whether the above results continue to hold in this theory.

In this paper, we provide a reading of [S2], in condensed form, modified as

appropriate for supergeometry. The main consequence we are interested in is

the Chow lemma, which has implications for the algebraicity of super Riemann

surfaces (SRSs) [RaT]. See [LPW] for an independent proof.

Our formalization of supergeometry will be the standard sheaf-theoretic for-

mulation as given for example by Manin [M2]. We review the main definitions.

Definitions. (1) A superscheme (resp. an analytic superspace) (X, tfx) consists

of a topological space X with a sheaf (9X = cfQ © tfx of supercommutative

rings such that (X, c?0) is an ordinary scheme (resp. analytic space) and cfx is

a coherent sheaf of cf0-modules.

(2) A supermanifold of dimension (p\q) is an analytic superspace (X, cfx)

such that (X, cfred) is a manifold of dimension p , while cfx is locally isomor-
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phic to A(l?) for a locally free sheaf f of rank q . If is then J7'¡J , where

J^ is the ideal of nilpotents in cfx . X is called split if cfx is globally A(J?).

The tangent bundle Tx is the (locally free rank (p\q)) sheaf of superderivations

of #x.
(3) A morphism (X, cfx) -» (7, ¿fr) in any of these categories of objects

is a continuous map f: X -* Y together with a morphism g: tfy -» ftcfx of

sheaves of supercommutative rings which is local in the sense that gx : cfY y(x) —>

cfx x satisfies gx(ffij-,x)) c mx, mx being the maximal ideal of the stalk at x .

A morphism of supermanifolds is an embedding if the reduced morphism is an

embedding of manifolds and g is surjective.

(4) A line bundle on a supermanifold is a locally free rank 1 sheaf of cfx-

modules. (Thus it has both even and odd sections.)

Definition. Projective superspace Pw|" is the superscheme (Pm, A(0"cf(-1))).

Pw|" can be viewed as the space of lines C1'0 in

Cm+1|" = SpecC[x0,... ,xm;Zx,... , {„]

= SpecC[x0, ... ,xm]® A(i,, ... , £„),

an affine superscheme whose Z2 grading comes from degx( = 0, deg<¡;; = 1 .

Pm'n can also be regarded as a split supermanifold of dimension (m\n) with a

covering by the patches

■*n Xm . <=i •»«

uXi xi      xi Xi
i = 0, ... , m,U¡ = {x¡ #0} = SpecC

with transition maps xjxj as usual.

Definition. An    algebraic    supervariety    in    P is    a    subsuperscheme

(X, (cffm\n/I)\x)  with / the ideal generated by finitely many homogeneous

polynomials of definite Z2 parity.

P may be roughly viewed geometrically as the bundle V = @"cf(l) on

Pm (the sign change occurs because functions on a bundle live in the dual bun-

dle). From ordinary GAGA, V is an algebraic variety, and any global analytic

subvariety of its holomorphic version V (see [S2]) which is fiberwise algebraic

must actually be algebraic. This is deduced, for example, by compactifying V

to P(V © cf), completing the subvariety and invoking GAGA there. Morally,

this implies the super Chow lemma (and super GAGA generally), since an ana-

lytic subvariety of Pm|" may be viewed as a subvariety of V . (More accurately,

its ideal sheaf is a subsheaf of A(V*) .)

However, the difficulty in compactifying the "odd" dimensions in a super-

manifold precludes this approach to applying GAGA. Nevertheless, GAGA

does imply super GAGA in the following sense. For an analytic subsuperspace

(X, cfx) of Pm|", with cfx = cfQ@cfx, the ringed space (X, c?0) is an ordinary

analytic space (with even nilpotents), and the extra structure then is simply a
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coherent cfQ-module tfx , together with a multiplication map cfx ®^ cf\ —> cfQ .

Now ordinary GAGA implies that the sheaf of rings cf0, the cf0-module <fx

and the map tfx ® cf, —» cf0 must all be algebraic, showing that an analytic sub-

variety of Pm'n must be "abstract-algebraic," that is, covered by affine patches

having rational transition maps. Showing that it is actually a projective alge-

braic variety requires an additional argument that its ideal sheaf is generated

by polynomials; this is the content of our super Chow theorem in §1.

To provide the proper setting for our super Chow theorem, we redo GAGA

(quickly) in our context. Note that the arguments reduce as in [S2] to showing

finite dimensionality of cohomology, and vanishing of higher cohomology for

twisted sheaves, in the algebraic case. We leave this task, itself not conceptually

difficult, to the ambitious reader; see [SI].

1. Super GAGA

Pw is both an algebraic and an analytic variety, where the topology is the

Zariski or the complex, respectively. For Pm|" , we have a similar dichotomy:

the point set is  Pm , and for   U  Zariski open,  c?pm\«(U) =  rational func-

tions on U, whereas for V complex open, cfpm\»(V) = holomorphic func-

tions on V. In general, for X c Pm|" an algebraic subvariety, y an alge-

braic coherent sheaf, their holomorphic versions are denoted by X , y (e.g.,

y  = y ®.«     c?vm\n ). For details of these definitions, see Serre [S2]. Note that

since the complex topology is finer, there is a continuous map X  -> X, which

is pointwise the identity.

We now prove:

Theorem 1. For all q, Hq(X, F)^Hq(Xh, ¥h).

Theorem 2.  Hom^ (&, %)A Honiy,(&h ,^h).

Theorem 3. For F an analytic coherent sheaf on X , there exists uniquely an

algebraic coherent sheaf y on X such that ¡F  = F.

Proof of Theorem 1. Extend y by 0 to Pm|". Then Hq(X,&) s

Hq(Pm'n, y), and likewise in the analytic case. So it suffices to consider

X = Pml" from now on.

Lemma 1. True for y = cf.

Proof, cf s A(0" ¿fpm (-1 )). This reduces to a sum of cfpm (k), certain k < 0.

Then Lemma 1 follows by direct calculation (Bott's formula), or by GAGA.

Note that unlike the ordinary case, Hq(cf) may be nonzero for q = m as well

as q = 0.

Lemma 2. True for y = cf(k).
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Proof. Induction on k and m. Assume k > 0. Let E = even hyperplane

SíPm~ '". Consider the cohomology sequence for

0^cf(-l)^cf ^cfE^0,

yielding

Hq~l(&E(k)) - H"(cf(k- 1)) - H"(cf(k)) - Hq(@E(k)) - Hq+X(@(k- 1)) -»

Hq-x(cfE(k))-+ Hq(cfh(k- 1)) -» Hq((fh(k)) -* Hq(cfE(k))^ Hq+\@h(k- 1)) •*

The induction hypothesis on ¿, m gives the outer isomorphisms. The 5-

lemma gives an isomorphism in the middle. Note that w = 0 is (still!) trivial,

Ac = 0 is above. The case k < 0 is done by a downward induction.

End of Proof of Theorem 1. For general y, there is a sequence (see [SI], and

Remark at the end of §1), 0 -> 31 -» ^ -» y -> 0 with ^ coherent, and

-S* = ©Í <f (/), some I, r. Applying cohomology, we get a diagram

Hq(3¿)    -*    Hq(5?)    -»    //9(y)    -    Hq+i(3?)    -»     H«+l(&)

l«| i«2 1£3 1£4 1£S

i/9^) - //9(^A) - /^(y*) - Hq+[(3?h) - Hq+l(5?h).

Argue by induction on <? , descending from <? = m + 1 , and note that cohomol-

ogy is 0 for <? > m . Then, by the induction hypothesis, e4 and e5 are isomor-

phisms, and e2 is as well by Lemma 2. By the 5-lemma, e3 is onto . This being

proved for arbitrary y, in particular it is true for y = 32 , so that e¡ is also

onto.

By the 5-lemma again, we now get that e3 is actually an isomorphism.   D

Proof of Theorem 2. Let stf = Hom^ (y, S?) be the sheaf of germs of homo-

morphisms of y to &, i.e., for x e X, f e stx is a germ of a homomorphism

y -> S? in a neighborhood of x. Let ^ = Hornet (y*, ^A). Then we get

a map srf -^ 3§ which we show is an isomorphism. Let %?x = cfx x, and

abbreviate <?x x as cf.. Then

s*x = Hom^, Jg,       sthx = Hom^, %)®^,

while

■^* = Hornby, ®^,%®^),

where all tensor products are over c?x , and where we have used that y  ®^

^ s y ® „ «^ . Then <*^v since cf, -> ¿F is a faithful flat extension.

(For the ordinary case, see Serre [S2]. The extension to the super case here is

elementary.) Finally, to prove Theorem 2, consider the maps

H°(X, sf) -î» H°(Xh, tfh) -Ú H°(Xh , 38) .

i is an isomorphism by the above, and e is an isomorphism by Theorem 1.

But H°(X,s/) = Hom/f (?,&), H°(Xh, 38) = Hornby* , &h).   D
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Proof of Theorem 3.

Uniqueness. By Theorem 2 y A "§ implies that there exists a map

y X % giving yA ^ &h. Now faithful flatness of cfXx -> 0X x, for

x e X, implies / is also an isomorphism.

Existence. Based on two lemmas. Use induction on m , with m = 0 trivial.

Lemma 3. For F an analytic coherent sheaf on £ c P™'" an even hyperplane,

H"(E,F(k)) = 0 for q>0, k > 0.

Proof. By the induction hypothesis, there is an algebraic coherent sheaf y such

that yA = F. Therefore, F(k) =3rh(k), and by Theorem 1, Hq(Eh ,F(k)) s

Hl\E, y'(k)). Now the vanishing for q > 0, k > 0 follows as in the ordinary

algebraic case by Serre [SI]. See remark at the end of this section.

Lemma 4.  F(k)x is generated by global sections for Ac » 0 and all x.

Proof. First note that if true for Ac0, then also true for k > kQ, since we can

multiply sections by (x¡/Xj) ~ °, where {x¡} are homogeneous even coordi-

nates. Also standard is the fact that if F(k)x is generated by global sections, so

is F (k)  , for y near x. So if it is true that for all x there exists k such that

H (F(k)) generates F(k)x , then compactness implies we are done. To prove

this, let E be an even hyperplane, and consider the sequence

(0^cf\-l)^cfh ^cfhE^0) ®F.

Then

0-fC-»F(-l) Af-¿-O,

C = kera, B = cokera . Twisting by cf (k), we get

0 -» C(k) ^F(k-l)^ F(k) -t B(k) -> 0 .

Split this into two sequences:

(*)    0 -» C(k) -» F(k - l)^Pk^0   and   0 -> Pk -» F(k) -* B(k) -» 0 .

Now by definition, cf h(-1) = \fE , the ideal sheaf of E, so J^B = 0 = SEC,

that is, B, C live on E . By Lemma 3, there exists k0 such that Hl(B(k)) =

0 = Hl(C(k)) for k > kQ. By (*), applying cohomology, we conclude from

vanishing that hx(F(k - 1)) > hl(Pk) > hl(F(k)), where hl means dim//1 .

Since H (F(k-l)) is finite-dimensional (again, Serre [SI] in the ordinary case,

and Remark) we get that h (F(k)) stabilizes for large k . By the cohomology

sequences for (*), we conclude that

Hl(Pk) - Hl(F(k)) =* H°(F(k)) - H°(B(k)) - 0,

for large k. By the induction hypothesis of Theorem 3 again, B = "§ , for

some & algebraic coherent, and &(k) is generated by global sections implies

B(k)  is generated by global sections.   Let M = F(k)x,  N = H°(F(k))\x,
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p = IE. Then B(k)x = M®cfhXx/p, N c M, and M = N + pM. If m D p

is a maximal ideal of cfx x , then also M = N + mM. By Nakayama's lemma,

N = M.

End of Proof of Theorem 3. By Lemma 4,

H°(F(k)) ® cfh ̂  F(k) -> 0 .

If r = dim H°(F(k)), then

0^/?^L0^F^0,

where /? = kernel, L0 = 0j cf (/), some / (in fact / = -Ac ). Conclude that

there is a sequence

L¡ Á L0 -» F -» 0

for some L, = 0Í cf (5), some s, t. The algebraic versions of the sheaves L0

and L, certainly exist; they are simply ¿¿?Q = @\cf(-k) and Sfx = 0', cf(s).

By Theorem 2, there exists an algebraic map / such that / = g. Let y =

coker/, so that

&x 4 ^0 - y - 0 .

Then

L, a l0 -> yA -» 0

is also exact, by flatness. Therefore y  = F .   D

Theorem (super Chow). If X cP is an analytic subvariety, then X is alge-

braic.

Proof. The ideal sheaf Ix is a coherent analytic sheaf, as is cfx = cf/Ix. So

there exists an algebraic sheaf y such that y = âx. Now suppy =

suppy = X, showing X is algebraic, i.e. Zariski closed.   D

Of course, we need to know if X is given by a finite number of polynomials.

That goes as follows.

For a sheaf y on Pm|" , let T,(&) = T(^keZ3r(k)), y (Ac) =y ®^cf (Ac).

Lemma 5.  rjcfpm|„) = C[x0, ... , xm ;£,,... , <*J.

Proo/. Compute.

r (©*(*)) -r (©<?(*))
Wz / \fc=0 /

00

-©w-*S,í!,-¿i*b+-+^+'i+■■•+'.-*.
fc=0

with/, 6 {0, 1})
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For a module M over A = C[x0, ... , xm ; Ç,, ... , <j;J , let M be the cfpm|„-

sheaf over Pm'" such that M(Ui) = Af(jc,, the localization of M at the multi-

plicative set generated by xi, where U¡ = {x¡^0} .

Lemma 6. Let & be a coherent sheaf on Pm|" . Then TJ^) Z y.

Proof. Pm|" is covered by the Ui = {x,. ̂  0} . Define a map TJJ?) -» y over

[/,. as follows. An element of T^y)(!/,.) = r,(y)(x) is of the form f/xf ,

some d > 0, and / e r(y(</)). Send f/xf -» /•Jc~d , defined in y(£/.) since

x~ is holomorphic on £/.. This map is preserved under coordinate changes,

and is clearly one-to-one. Surjectivity is provided by the fact that since y is

coherent, &(d) is generated by its global sections, for some d (see remark

below).   D

Proposition. IfXcP is a closed subscheme, then X is the zero set of finitely

many homogeneous polynomials in A. (This generalizes the result in [LPW],

where X is assumed smooth.)

Proof. 0 -* Ix -> cfpm|„, so 0 -> Tt(Ix) —► rt(cfpm|n) as is easily seen. There-

fore, Tt(Ix) is a submodule of r<<(cfp„,i„) = A, i.e. it is a homogeneous ideal.

Since rt(/A.) = Ix , its zero set is X. Now finiteness follows from the easy fact

that A is a noetherian ring.   D

Remark. Essentially, it remains to verify as in Serre [SI] that for an algebraic

coherent sheaf y on Pm|", //i(pm|", y) is a finite-dimensional C-vector

space, and vanishes for y (Ac), Ac > 0, and q > 0. These two facts then imply

that y (Ac) is generated by its global sections, i.e.

//0(y(Ac))®^pml„^y(Ac)^o.

If dim/Z°(y(Ac)) = r, then we get

r

o^^'-+®cf ^y(Ac)^o,
1

or

0 -» ̂  -» 0^(-^) ^ y ^ o.
1

The existence of such a sequence was also used frequently above.

There appears to be little difficulty in extending this to the super case, save for

much background material and notation. Essentially, since the £ 's are nilpo-

tent, all sections of sheaves are polynomial in the £; anyway. When restricting

to the algebraic category, we are restricting expressions in the even x¡ to be

polynomial (or rational). The finite dimensionality and vanishing for twisted

sheaves is then elementary.
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2. Families of SRSs

In [RaT], we prove that SRSs are embeddable in projective superspace as

algebraic subvarieties. (There we used the SRS structure explicitly.) Here we

sketch a more general argument in sheaf-theoretic language [Ml, M2].

Definition. A SRS M is a (l|l)-dimensional supermanifold such that Mred is

an ordinary Riemann surface, and such that the tangent bundle TM has a rank

(0|1) subbundle 9¡ with

[ . 1
2tm-^TM/2.

More generally, a family of SRSs X A S over a supermanifold S is a proper

submersion of relative dimension (1|1) with a subbundle of Tx,s as above. See

[D, LRo] for these definitions and further elaboration.

First, we present a lemma which exploits the close analogy between superge-

ometry and "formal" deformation theory, that is, deformations over nilpotent

parameters.

Lemma (super Kodaira). If(X,cfx) is an analytic supermanifold, X compact,

and L is a line bundle on X such that Lred is ample on XTeà, then L is ample

on X.

Note that this does not assert that every ample line bundle on XKd is Lred

for some line bundle L on X. The super Grassmannians in Manin's famous

example fail to be projective for just this reason [M2].

Proof. Let y = ideal sheaf of nilpotents, so that

o -» y -> cf -> cfred -> 0 .

We must show that for v » 0, sections of Lv embed X in Pm'n, some m , n .

This amounts to separating points and tangent vectors, which can be checked

cohomologically [GHar]. For example, consider

(0 -» Ix2 -» cf -» cf /Ix2 - 0) ®^k/Sk+x ®LV ,

where Ixi = ideal of functions vanishing to second order at x Ç. X. Now

Ixi ®Jrk/J^k+[®Ll/ 2 Ix2 ®Sk/Sk+l®Lvreà

can be assumed to have H ( ) = 0, since Lred is ample and 11 <g> y /y +

is cfred-coherent. Since Sk = 0 for Ac large, we get that Hl(Ixi®Lv) = 0 for

v large, using

(o r* yk/Jrk+x -♦ cf/y^+1 -» cf/yfc -> o) ® /^ ® l1' ,

and inducting upwards starting at Ac = 1 .

This gives

fl°(L") -» //°(<f'//_2® L") -^0,
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that is, H (Lv) separates tangent vectors at x. Furthermore, by "semiconti-

nuity," we get that nearby points and tangent vectors are also separated. While

this was for a fixed point x, by compactness of X we conclude that tangent

vectors at all points are separated, for v > 0. By compactness of the comple-

ment of a neighborhood of the diagonal in X x X, we conclude that any two

points are separated for v > 0 (it is necessary to consider Ix = sheaf of

functions vanishing at x and y , to get the remaining separations).   G

Remark. For X -^ S an algebraic family, that is, X, S are superschemes, and

n is a proper flat algebraic map, we get a similar conclusion in relative form,

since in any case X, S are quasicompact in the Zariski topology (we do not

need S to be "complete" here). For terminology, see [Hart].

Now for Mied a compact Riemann surface of genus g > 2, it is well known

that T*Mred is an ample line bundle. On a SRS M, or in a family X A S, we

conclude that L = 3¡~ , with Lred = T*Mred , is relatively ample. More gener-

ally, for M a (l\n) supermanifold, we can construct an L with Lred = T*MTed

by taking the divisor of L to consist of codimension (1|0) hypersurfaces in M

whose reduction modulo nilpotents gives a divisor D of T*MTed . For example,

choose an atlas {C/;} on MKd such that each point of D lies in exactly one

chart and define the hypersurfaces by the same local equations ^(z;) = 0 which

define the points of D, so that the transition map of L on Ui n (7 is f/fi .

Thus an SRS structure on M is not required.

If the total space of a family (X, cfx ) —► ( Y, cfy ) of analytic supermanifolds

(e.g., SRSs) satisfies the hypotheses of our super Kodaira lemma, we get an

embedding of this total space in some P which, by super Chow, realizes

it as an algebraic supervariety. More frequently, however, the total space is

noncompact and one wants a family of embeddings of the fibers, that is, a

suitable map (X, cfx) -* Pm]n x (Y,cfy) which is "fiberwise algebraic." This

can be done by an extension of our methods, but since the argument does not

differ significantly from that of [LPW], we merely quote a version of their result:

Theorem (Le Brun-Poon-Wells). Let (X, cfx) —> (Y, cfy) be a proper family of

supermanifolds carrying a line bundle with relatively ample reduction. Then any

point y eY has a neighborhood U suchthat X\v embeds in Pm'"x((7, cfy(U))

respecting the projections to U and with the ideal of X\v generated by finitely

many homogeneous polynomials in the coordinates of Pm'n with coefficients from

cfy(U).

In particular, families of SRSs are at least locally algebraic. It would be

desirable to show that the moduli space of SRSs [D, LRo] is actually an algebraic

superscheme, and to study it by algebraic methods. An important open problem

here, with no analog in the usual theory of algebraic curves, is to characterize

the moduli space of SRSs as a subscheme of the larger moduli space of ( 111 )-

dimensional supercurves.
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